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My voice in a mark.
My earliest memory is of the human voice. An octave of notes like strange music because actually
this voice IS an extraordinary instrument. When we come to shape sounds into words then they
carry a message called language. For me it’s where they are coming from that counts; if they come
from that deep universal source then they travel and their trajectory is far reaching and lasting.
What we call life is a line connecting my space to your space. Listening for that personal path is to
discover, uncover and express that as creatively as possible.

My first love was theatre. I was mesmerised by it in the act of being part of an audience. The
grandeur of that dark space - thought becoming sound, being taken on a spoken journey and the
applause that celebrated that. Art discovered me early and I learned about what ‘worked’ by
watching and listening to ‘the players’ on a stage. Some actors seemed effortless and genuine,
some, less so. I secretly longed to be there out front – on stage – it was a kind of physical knowing of
how it would feel and what would be required of me - but that was then.
So how does one get to use voice as a mark? By studying calligraphy of course – that endless
repetition, a systemised craft that wanders into archaic territory in search of perfection - each letter
steeped in beauty, balance and harmony. Then I asked, how could I bring that electric power I felt
on stage onto a page? All creative paths testify that it involves determined journeying of digging
deep waiting for the right moments of resonance. A perpetual question remained - so you can form
these ‘pretty letters’ but where are YOU?
Another space opened up more quiet this time with a different earthy smell, it was that of written
words found in books and ledgers following story lines in pictures and words – a pastime I have
found endlessly comforting since childhood.

So when I get to actually make a book from scratch, source the paper, fold the text block, prick the
page and rule the line, sharpen nibs, write page after page, this desire becomes fulfilled. But that’s
just paper - what about manuscripts with a capital M?
I choose a hide of vellum realising that this was once a living creature. This ancient preparation of
vellum is a gut wrenching extravagance - so much process to create a writing surface. Imagine
picking up a quill – nature’s own winged messenger - and creating this perfect union of purpose. My
first revered calligraphy teacher explained this perfectly. He said, that in micro the nap of the skin is
sanded and raised to reveal extraordinarily fine hairs which then the line of ink embraces. So this
explains to me the longevity of manuscripts and why we chose them to write our Laws and
Constitution - store them in a fire-clad tower at the palace of Westminster. Remarkably hard
working documents, a passport that would make any twenty-first century traveller blush!

‘Fables of Marsilio Ficino’ Traditional binding on vellum with gilded letters written with a quill the
calligraphy inspired by the handwriting of Ficino

The ephemerality and fragile beauty of PAPER : ‘makers house’ Burberry x TNC x RW

‘Travelogue to Egypt’ Uncial letterforms on a scroll inspired by Lindisfarne manuscript – creamy
Zerkall paper with ribbon like lines punctuated with illustrations in water colour

One day after my calligraphy degree – a process I describe as arduous as learning to write again - I
thought, this steel straight edge nib is doing my head in. It’s hard and restrictive and sometimes
unforgiving. I was searching for freedom – just give me one letter that pulsates with life!
I pondered over more books to discover long hanging scrolls written in a language I didn’t
understand - a lightbulb flickers on. Here are lines like waterfalls that twist this way and that and
seem slow and then fast. I’m excited by them and off I go in search of that source. One year later I
find myself in Tokyo studying zen brushwork.
Japan takes me to her heart. Sitting in an unheated Dojo in the middle of winter, in complete
silence, Sensei walks down the centre and we all bow to acknowledge the master. As we bow it’s a
plea for enlightenment and then we are struck lightly on the back. I try and fit in with my clumsy
western ways and am constantly tested by the weather and the persistent message that I need to
soften to the line and move from my belly in full breath. We all spend a lot of time appreciating the
quality of the line and very little time, it seems actually making them. There is a completeness in this
learning that I know is on form because of how I feel throughout my months travel. Slowly but
surely that silent mysterious Japanese aesthetic fills a dark gaping void deep inside and like the
Shinkansen train that hurtles me back from Koya-san to Kyoto with the beat in my ears of Aretha
Franklin’s ‘Respect’. I realise that this new energy-fire must be realised. It is another watershed
moment.

The click that takes place in my brain is that line between calligraphy, painting and poetry. A
borderline obsessed with the painted line and how artists harness emotion into one single brush
stroke making it intensely unique to their own voice. The rule of legibility bound to western
calligraphy is released to become a painted line, freely exhaled in what I call ‘painting with words’.
Take a phrase of philosophy or poetry from a sage – it really doesn’t matter which culture or source
but let it write you from within. It can create its own space within the living artist self and explode
out in a confetti of colour and dancing form. It’s that part of the psyche that Ted Hughes calls ‘the
organically alive’ and one which goes on ‘beyond any significant interference from the artists will or
conscious craftsmanship’. This is pure theatre in all its sensuality.
This is how I began creating my unique form of canvas with textile and paper. This is old cloth,
repurposed and covered with soft handmade paper soaked in starch. I am making paintings from
the ground up because that gives me time to think and allows the words do their thing in that
interior space. With this form I can bypass everything non relevant coming to the essential truth –
annihilate decoration, defy beauty, and kill craft until I’m at a carefree place totally immersed and
working from free imagination. The challenge here is one of total non-interference to a creative
message coming from - who knows where.
This process now takes a different arc back to myself just like a word that goes underground so I
have to listen more acutely. Words once found on a page can be found in landscape in a vibrational
hum. My working studio has become a global moveable thing along with the word I carry inside.
Opening up to an unknown space finding the dream language playing there, playing hide and seek
with sound….
And what does that look like: Here’s an indication …

From that night in the solarium at the foot of Taos mountain 2020
Mixed media – silk kimono cloth, paper, ink and chalk pastel

from this starting point….

Writing with a needle.
I feel a very human connection to cloth. Our cities were built on the trade of it. Our streets were
named after the manufacture of it and its associated tools. Our language is enhanced and enriched
by it. When you begin to see it you cannot escape from it because it protects, covers and adorns us
just like skin. Furthermore, my grandfather Bertram I am told, was a Saville Row bespoke tailor.
Sometimes when I open a packet of old lace there is a human hair caught in the weave of it: ‘spooky’
perhaps – but actually it’s simply a literal bridge of DNA to a past unknown. A past which is past and
gone but from which I can connect and learn, now.
As you handle cloth it, it engenders a kindred human feeling that goes right to your core. I am
pointing to the human provenance of cloth; who made it, who traded it, bringing a conscious choice
to how you present yourself.
My internal Teutonic calligrapher asks ‘can I write with a needle’ – take the thread as a line and
follow breath with words. That’s how it started.

‘If shoes could talk’ the story of Mary Pearse 1815 (from the archives) as told on a pair of Edwardian
shoes… she didn’t have a pair and her father was a shoemaker

It’s a return to the senses and a return to the archives – there are ALWAYS archives! This wonderful
primary source which seems secret, intimate even. They’ve been there forever before digitisation
occurred, preserved by those quiet custodians who appreciate our need to learn from history. And
there is just enough ceremony to heighten the occasion - book an appointment to meet a paper,
letter or written artefact that has not been opened since the day it was written and discover its thrill.
I look at handwriting as abstract marks in space. A good historian can tell you the type of writing
tool, but the rhythm, pattern and curve is to study the curves of your lovers’ body and gently caress
them with your eyes!
Slowly they open up and reveal themselves as in quiet conversation. I realise it’s not at all different
from appreciative eyes with which I study brushstrokes on an oriental scroll with its secret scent of
incense as you unroll it.
Then of course there is the emotional draw to certain handwritings just as one is attracted by
particular personalities and types. Underlying all this wonderful diversity a profound truth is there in
the SAME line running throughout – it’s that line we make with our hands through the breath direct
from the brain onto a surface. A line that is living and is as unique as the DNA that forms us on
microbial level.
Here’s a word about needles. They are just slithers of steel with eyes and points. How light they are
– almost as light as a quill. Yet you have to grip them with a firm hold otherwise they will elude you
and so you adjust your grip and control them - just enough to make your mark. It’s a balancing act
of tension, sight and touch.
I often stitch infront of people – its a sort of performance of stitching and story. Here I feel safe and
the audience feels safe and here is an opening. It’s a platform for conversation and dialogue and
huge receprocity. Later I reflect on this and as an idea lands into my heart with a charge. LETS MAKE
A TAPESTRY FOR LONDON – for Londoners - and about Londoners - made by Londoners.
I speak about it and the audience asks ‘show us what you mean’. Like this I say:

It’s like a washing line of garments following the path of the River Thames. How long? Well how
long is the Thames in miles…217 miles – ok let’s create 217 pieces of calligraphy and cloth, written
with a needle telling the world about the story of London. Now there are twelve completed pieces.
In all this it’s really about opening out to everyone. I really want to know the story of so many
people who have been forgotten, not only been forgotten to themselves because I care and love
people and it’s this that makes me happy.
The first garment I stitched was about the Tuke family. They cared in their own way too. They were
Victorian doctors who looked at the state of medical treatment for the mentally afflicted and did
something bold to change it. Bedlam hospital was just that - terrible – a terrible way to treat those
who simply needed, according to Quaker beliefs ‘loving kindness’. I took up their baton and stitched
the story of three generations of Tuke on four separate garments. They were a family of doctors and
artists – a brilliant and flawed mixture of humanity and service.

Somehow I became part of their story I felt closer to understanding their motives. It was a huge
privilege learning curve. For those years they became part of my life, their garments travelling with
me wherever I went on trains and planes and to many different places.
No letter or mark is pre-printed because there’s another superimposition. No – we must tell the
story as cleanly as we can without adding or subtracting all to get to the essential truth. Work from
your own primary source and the next primary source which in the case of the dead, are their
remaining letters and belongings. By bringing the two together we can create a bridge.
There’s no technique just the document in front of me beside the cloth and my needle and thread: I
am not an embroiderer just a storyteller with needle and thread.
The audience always wants to know how do you do that…so I have to work it out mentally, step by
step. Then I share the process and learn to see how others can find their own mark and progress
with their own narratives. Like the amazing work of young artist… called Nina Gross who has
documented the tragic circumstances of her sister, Alice’s murder. It comes to a full circle.

NOW to the present day.
An invitation to engage:
When you write, write with breath – be an empty tube of breath then the sound will come out
better. When you stitch, stitch with ease and an open body as if you are making great ‘kusho’ marks
in the sky. When you speak, speak from your deepest truth and honour that source. There is no
hierarchy just a moment to take a beat and choose the appropriate tool for the work.
I want to exhale and express and say – so here I still am HUGELY unchanged, more Rosalind than
ever because it’s a plumb line between heaven and earth and will remain forever so.
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